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TXM Technology is a leading niche technology resource 
management business supporting candidates and clients 
across UK, Europe, Asia Pacific and the America’s; delivering 
both permanent and interim solutions. The TXM Technology 
candidate community is varied but highly skilled within our 
targeted technology communities.

Specialising in three core and distinct technology interests, 
TXM Technology are experts in the Core IT, Digital and Cyber 
Technology with a legacy as a group of world-leading resource 
companies in the supply of highly skilled engineers and leaders 
within the Rail, Auto and Aerospace industries. 

Whether it’s digital, the world of IoT, technology for the 
environment or protecting UK Plc’s the TXM Technology team 
look for the positive in everything and ensure that relationships 
are built on partnership, common interest and expertise 
separating what we do from the rest.

Before joining TXM Technology in late 2018, Lewis started 
his recruitment career in Melbourne, Australia recruiting 
predominantly in the Salesforce CRM space. Upon his return to 
the UK, he set out in search of a new challenge, one that would 
allow him to flourish in the ever-advancing field of technology 
and go “The Xtra Mile” for both candidate and clients alike. 

An encompassed eight years of working in recruitment and 
real estate has developed Lewis into an articulate, consultative 
recruitment professional with excellent customer facing skills. 
Lewis believes that a solution can be created for any problem 
providing the challenge is first fully understood. By working 
closely with his clients, Lewis tirelessly endeavours to identify 
key pain points to work methodically towards finding the best 
possible solution for all parties involved.

Lewis’s role within TXM Technology is not technology specific, 
but sector specific, providing solutions across the entire 
spectrum of technology operating within the UK and European 
transport infrastructure. Maintaining a strong candidate pool 
specialising in but not limited to: First/Second/Third Line 
Support, Project Engineering, Solution Engineering, Project 
Management, Software Development (SDLC), Database 
Management, Devops, Consulting, Business Analysis, ERP, 
CRM, Web Development, Marketing Automation etc.

Outside of work, Lewis is a passionate traveller. This, combined 
with his enthusiastic approach to recruitment made the 
digitisation of modern travel, in particular the ‘DIGITAL TRAIN’ 
ideology, the perfect venture.
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